Abstract. The energy of a graph is the sum of the absolute values of its eigenvalues. We propose a new problem on graph energy change due to any single edge deletion. Then we survey the literature for existing partial solution of the problem, and mention a conjecture based on numerical evidence. Moreover, we prove in three different ways that the energy of a cycle graph decreases when an arbitrary edge is deleted except for the order of 4.
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Wen-Huan WangWasin So to understand how graph energy changes when a subgraph is deleted. It becomes especially interesting when the subgraph is just an edge. In his 2001 survey paper [8] on graph energy, Gutman mentioned a "hard-to-crack" problem:
Characterize graphs G and their edges e such that E(G − e) ≤ E(G).
After 15 years, this problem is still far from fully resolved. Even though some progress was made in the past, the complete characterization seems beyond the currently available techniques. Instead, we study the modified problem:
What are the graphs G with one of the following mutually exclusive properties:
• energy decreased: E(G) > E(G − e) for each edge e, • energy increased: E(G) < E(G − e) for each edge e, • energy unchanged: E(G) = E(G − e) for each edge e?
The first family of graphs with the property of energy decreased is the family of forests.
Theorem 1.2. If G is a forest with at least one edge, then E(G) > E(G − e) for each edge e.
This result was proved by Gutman [6] in 1977 using the Coulson integral formula for trees, see [5] for another proof using singular value inequalities. In 1999, Gutman and Pavlovic [11] computed the explicit formula for the energy of a complete graph with a deleted edge, and found another family of graphs with the property that energy decreases. Theorem 1.3. If K n is the complete graph of order n ≥ 2, then E(K n ) > E(K n − e) for each edge e. Theorem 1.7. If K t1,...,t k is the complete multipartite graph with k ≥ 2, t i ≥ 2, then E(K t1,...,t k ) < E(K t1,...,t k − e) for any edge e.
There are infinite graphs G [15] with a special (not arbitrary) edge e such that E(G − e) = E(G), but it seems that there is NO graph G with the property that E(G − e) = E(G) for each edge e. Therefore we suggest the following. Conjecture 1.8. There is no graph G such that E(G − e) = E(G) for each edge e.
Of course, it suffices to check connected graphs for counterexamples if they exist. The authors searched by computer through all connected graphs of order up to 11, which amounts to more than one billion graphs. No counterexample was found. Moreover, since the deletion of a cut-edge from a graph decreases its energy [5, Theorem 4.2] , a counterexample to Conjecture 1.8 cannot have any cut-edge.
Proof by trigonometry. Recall from [3] that
Sp(P n ) = {2 cos jπ n + 1 : j = 1, 2, . . . , n}, and Sp(C n ) = {2 cos 2jπ n : j = 1, 2, . . . , n}.
Then, by Definition 1.1 and trigonometric summation formulas, we have [7, page 14] 
We need some inequalities to help prove Theorem 1.5. 
Proof. Consider the function f (x) = sin
Proof. Consider the function f (x) = 2x cos
First proof of Theorem 1.5:
It suffices to show that 2 csc
, where the first inequality is due to Lemma 2.2 (ii) (with x = π 2n+2 ), and the last inequality is due to Lemma 2. , and so we have
and so
Consequently,
where the first inequality is due to Lemma 2.3 (with x = π 2n+2 ), and the last inequality is due to Lemma 2.4 (with x = 3. Proof by combinatorics. By interpreting eigenvalues as roots of the characteristic polynomial and using complex analysis, there is an equivalent definition for graph energy [10] as follows. Definition 3.1. 
To use this definition, we need to compute the characteristic polynomial of G effectively. By Sachs Theorem [3] , for i ≥ 1,
where L i (G) is the collection of linear subgraphs S (of order i) in G, ω(S) is the number of components in S, c(S) is the number of cycles in S.
Let m(G, k) be the number of k-matchings in G with the convention that for k < 0, m(G, 0) = 1 and m(G, k) = 0. According to Riordan [16] , the following explicit formulas are due to I. Kaplansky.
Clearly, we have m(C n , k) ≥ m(P n , k).
Proof. For P n , we have
Hence, a i = 0 for i = odd, and a 2k = (−1) k m(P n , k) for 2k ≤ n. Consequently, by Definition 3.1, we have the required result. 
Proof. For C n , we have
and a n = S∈Ln(Cn)
Consequently, by Definition 3.1, the required results follow.
Second proof of Theorem 1.5:
Case 1: n ≡ 1 (mod 2), i.e., n = 2h + 1 for h ≥ 1.
Since
Hence we have E(P n ) < E(C n ) by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 (i). Case 2: n ≡ 2 (mod 4), i.e., n = 4h + 2 for h ≥ 1.
Hence we have E(P n ) < E(C n ) by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 (ii). Case 3: n ≡ 0 (mod 4), i.e., n = 4h for h ≥ 2. We want to prove, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 (iii),
It suffices to show that, for h ≥ 2,
To this end, we need
, which is proved in Lemma 3.9 after a series of preliminary lemmas on matching numbers of paths and cycles. 
Proof. Applying the recursive formula:
to both P a+b and P c+d , we obtain
It follows that 
(ii) By Lemma 3.5 with x = 4h − 2,
(iii) By Lemma 3.5 with x = 4h − 2,
(iv) By Lemma 3.5 with x = 4h − 2, Proof. Note that
where the first and last equalities are due to the identity
and the second equality follows from Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.8. For integer h ≥ 2,
Proof. For 0 ≤ k ≤ 2h, we use Kaplansky's formula to obtain
Consequently, the LHS coefficents are always less than or equal to RHS coefficients. Lemma 3.9. For each integer h ≥ 2,
Proof. The required inequality is equivalent to
Apply the formula: m(C n , k) = m(P n , k)+m(P n−2 , k−1) to both sides and cancel the common term 4. Proof by analysis. For comparing energy of two graphs, we have the following Coulson-Jacob formula [8] :
where G 1 and G 2 are two graphs with the same number of vertices, and i = √ −1. Using the recurrsive relation [3] χ(P n , z) = zχ(P n−1 , z) − χ(P n−2 , z), Ji and Li [14] proved that
where
, and
. Hence
. Then
Proof. Direct verification.
Lemma 4.2. For x ∈ R, define
Proof. (i) It follows from Lemma 4.1 (i) that
(ii) Case 1:
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Hence < 1 because −1 < Z 2 (x) < 0 is negative. Consequently, we have 0 < C 1 (x), C 2 (x) < 1.
Case 2: x < 0. It follows from (i) and Case 1 that we also have 0 < C 1 (x), C 2 (x) < 1 for x < 0. Proof. Use the fact that Y 1 (ix) = Z 1 (x)i, Y 2 (ix) = Z 2 (x)i, B 1 (ix) = C 1 (x), and B 2 (ix) = C 2 (x).
Lemma 4.4. For integer h ≥ 1 and nonzero x ∈ R, χ(C 4h+4 , ix)χ(P 4h , ix) > χ(P 4h+4 , ix)χ(C 4h , ix).
Proof. Define f h (x) = χ(C 4h+4 , ix)χ(P 4h , ix) − χ(P 4h+4 , ix)χ(C 4h , ix). Using 
